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My invention has for its primaryv object the 
provision of >a new and improved breaker strip 
"construction for 4domestic _refrigerators and the ' 
like. Itv is understood in the ,art that a breaker 
strip is va finishing material or strip used to line 
vthe inner sides of the opening. of the refriger 
ated cabinet in a domestic refrigerator, arefrig- ' 
erated counter, various kinds of commercial re 
frigerators and the like. lWooden breaker strips 
have been employed, but these arenot advan 
tageous for a number of reasons. Breaker strips 
of moulded plastics such as Bakelite, havealso 
been employed. These are limited, however, as 
to color, and are expensive. ' ' ~ ì 

It is my object to provide a breaker strip .con 
struction which, whilel inexpensive, is strong, 
durable; completely sanitary and of attractive 
appearance. It is a further object of my inven 
tion to provide a breaker strip which may be 
made _in long pieces _and after fabrication cut ' 
apart into units for a particular use, so that one 
type of preformed structure may be economi 
cally employed in furnishing breaker strip ma- . _ 
terial for a wide variety in size and shape of 
refrigerator cabinets. Still another _object of 
my invention is to provide a breaker strip which 
can be made' of non-uniform vor specially shaped 
cross sectiony for particular uses. _ More specifi 
cally, it is an object of my invention to provide 
a' breaker strip which willbe thicker at one side 
than at the other and in which one or more edge 
portions may readily be madeto conform to any 
'given plane, irrespective of the face plane of 
the breaker strip. It is still another object of 
my invention 
vwhile it has >all of the advantages of a metal 
breaker strip, can be made very much more 
cheaply. ' « _ i 

It is also an object of my invention to pro 
vide a _novel breaker strip ñtting, and a. novel 
>breaker strip assembly as will hereinafter be set 
forth. ' ' ` ' , 

These and other objects of myinven'tion which 
will be set forth hereinafter or which will~ be 
apparent to one skilled in the art upon reading 
thisspccliication, I accomplish by that certain 
construction and arrangement ofparts of which 
I shall now describe an exemplary embodiment, 
namely.. a breaker strip designed _primarily for 
use in a domestic refrigerator. ' " /  

in: , f - - . - / 

Figure 1 is a perspective view ~of an exemplary 
.form _cfa domestic refrigerator with .the Adoor 

to provide a-breaker strip which,_ 

Reference _is now made to the drawingf where- , 

open and showing the breaker strip material in » 
position therein. . ' - Y 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a preformed 
length of breaker'strip material ready to be cut  
apart into individual breaker strips. ’ _ 5 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view through the breaker y 
strip material taken along the lines III-III of 

- Fig. 2. '  -. 

Figs. 4 _and 5' are cross sectional views'of still 
other forms of breaker' strip which lmay be made 10 

. in accordance ̀ with my invention. ` l 
' Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing a portion 
_of a breaker strip 'assembly including my new 
corner fitting-_y _ , ' ' 

Fig. 7 is a perspective View of the face portion l5 
' _of my fitting'. _ O . . 

Fig. 8 is a sectional view of the fitting taken 
along the lines VH1 13 of Fig. 7. 
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of the rear portion 

of my fitting. _ ` »20 

_ In Fig. l, l have shown a domestic refrigera 
tor of a type which, as usually manufactured, 
comprises an assembly forming an outerV metal 
lic shell i vand an inner food compartment 2. 
The food compartment and the outer shell are 25' 
both fastened at their meeting edges to a Wooden 
framework located interiorly of the outer shell. 
and'shown at 3 in Fig. 6; The insulation for 
the food compartment 'is located between the 
inner and outer shells. The breaker strip ma- 30 
terial 4 is'fastened about the opening of the food 
compartment, usually being secured to the wooden 
frame ,mentioned above, and serves to line the 
opening of the-food compartment and to cover  
the adjacent or meeting edges of the innerand 35 
outer shells. ~Adoor 5' is hung on the usual 

-. hinges and basan outer flange 6 usually pro 
vided with somé/sealing material to form asub 
stantially 'air-tight closure about the' opening of' » 
the food compartment. - ` 40 

- Briefly,` in the practice of my invention, I pro 
vide a breaker strip consisting of a body 1 and 
a metallic sheathl or covering 8 for the’body. ì 
The body may be of wood, suitably shaped, er it 
may be of other materials including, but without 45 
limitation, any of the various artificially prepared 
»panel-like, materials of felted> or vconsolidated 
fibre suchwas Masonite, Celotex and the like. 
.Other materials may also be employed including 
preformed vcondensation` resin bodies if desired, 5o 
or bodies made up of layers'of heavy cardboard, 
or rubber materials, or other types of composi 
tion including asphaltic moulding ._compositlons. 

' When' the »breakerstrip is in use, the body 1 will 
be entirely concealed and, therefore, the choice 55 ' 
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of materials> is quite wide and considerations of 
economy may serve asa guide. A material is 
required which will have enough body toA permit 
the use of a relatively thin metal covering, and 
preferably a material which will be sanitary, 
reasonably moisture-resistant, and nbtsubject to 
disintegration or decomposition. v 

The body material may be shaped in anyway 
appropriate to the particular material chosen. 
Thus- if the material is a .plastic it may be 
moulded. If the material is wood or may be 
worked like wood, the breaker strip stock may be 
made on a suitable planer or wood shaper. My 
breaker strip material may be made in a variety 
of cross sections as will be clear. In Fig. 5, vI 
»have shown a strip of substantially ~rectangular 
cross section. In the particular embodiments 
shown in Figs. 3 and`4, the edge portion 9 is 
thinner than the yedge portion Il). 
portion III is the part to be located toward the 
rear of the food compartment, so that a breaker 
strip in the form shown in these figures will give 
a tapered lining to the opening of the food com. 
partment. The edge plane II will preferably be 
made at not less than a right angle to the face 
plane I2’so as to avoid a re-entrant angle within 
the refrigerator. As ‘has been explained, the 
breaker strip covers or _masks the _lines along 
which the outer and inner 4shells of the refriger 
ator are joined to the wood frame; As a conse 
quence, I have 'illustrated'grooves I3 and» I4 in 

l the under side of my breaker strip material, 
» which grooves not only allow room for the heads 
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of nails or screws which fasten the inner and 
outer shells of the refrigerator to_ the wooden 
frame, but also, if the body material be of fwood,' 
tend to prevent transverse warpage of the strip. 
The metallic covering 8 may be of any suit 

able material. Stainless steel is an Aexcellent 
material to employ-because of its continuously 
bright and sanitary appearance. Other metals 
may of course be used, including iron or mild steel 
which has been given a suitable surface treatment » 
or softer metal such as zinc, copper, aluminum 
and the like, which metals preferably will be sur 
.face coated, or plated with a' non-tarnishing 
metal.' _ _ 

'I'he use of a very thin metallic covering is 
necessary so as to lessen heat conductivity. It is, 
of course, especially important to prevent heat 
interchange between the inner metallic food com 
partment-@Shell 2 and the outer »metal cabinet' 
shell- I. - .  

'I‘he metallic covering 'may be partially pre-` 
formed by a die enrolling operation; but where 
a preformed body is employed, suchasl a body of 
Wood, Masonlte', Bakelite or the like, the metallic 
covering will preferably be rolled in place. It 
will cover and closely conform to the vface and 
edge vportions of the body andzmay be turned 
over upon the under .side ofthe body as'at I5 
and I6.. This can'easily be accomplished by a 

' rolling operation; and my breaker'strip material 

65 
may. be made in any convenient' manufacturing  ' 
_length. In some instances, it will be possible to 
form the metallic covering complete and in ñnal 
shape, afterward casting vor moulding the body 

. substance within it. 

70 
In Fig. 4 I' have shown a modifled'form 'of 

breaker strip in which the side edges I8 of the 
~metallic covering 8 are interned and pressed into 
grooves in the sidesof the breaker strip body, 
«leaving narrow tongues I9 and 20 of the` body 
projecting therebelow. These tongues prevent 
-the metallic covering of' the breaker strip from' 

The edge y 

,_ used. 

right angularly related faces 22 and 23, are madel 

' 2,171,086 

contacting the _inner and outer shells of the 
vrefrigerator and prevent the conduction of heat 
from_one to the other. v 

~ l However, with any type of breaker strip shown 
herein, it will be competent to employ, beneath 
the breaker strips as installed thin strips or 'pads 
of insulating material as shown at 2l in Fig. 6. 
A length of the breaker strip material ls_ indi 

cated generally at I1 in Fig. 2. >This material may 
be manufactured in long strips and stored pre 
paratory to use. For use it is cut apart into suit 
ably dimensioned pieces, the ’ends of the pieces 
being suitably beveled. 'I‘his may be accomplished 
either by hand or by machine with the'aid of a 
suitable saw. 

\ 'I‘he breaker strip material may be fastened in 
place in any desired way. Usually b‘reaker strips 
are held in place with screws passing through the 
strips and entering the frame of the refrigerator. 
This has 'been~ indicated at I8 in Fig. 1. Holes 
may be formed in my breaker strip by a simple 
operation of drilling, and where the body mate- ' 
rial 'I is oi'___co1'npressible_z material such _as wood, 
Masonlte and ̀ some types of moulding composi 
tion, it will be readily possible to counter-sinkv 
about the holes to accept the heads of screws by 
a denting operation with a suitable tool. 
In Figs. '7, 8 and 9 I have shown a breaker 

strip ñtting which has the several-fold effect of 
securing the ends of the breaker strips, of ob 
viating the necessity of mitering and exact and 
careful cutting, and of providing _greater sanita 
~tion and a more attractive _appearance at the 
corners of a breaker strip assembly. _ A _ 

This fitting> comprises a substantially rectangu 
lar body of a length somewhat'greater than the 
width of the breaker strips with which »it is to be 

Adjacent, and therefore substantially 

of a shape to correspond substantially to the cross 
sectional4 shape of the breaker strip, and these 
faces are preferably enclosed upon three sides 
at least by- ridges indicatedlat v24. At the place 
where these faces would normally meet, there 

- may bev formed a rounded configuration as at 25 
for the sake of appearance and ease o_ff cleaning. 
The 'conñguration of the several parts thus far 
described will vary in accordance with the di 

« mensions and cross sectional configurations of 
various kinds of breaker strips, as will be clear. 
The body of the fitting may be -m’ade _of any 

suitable material, such for example, as various 
moulded compositions; but I prefer to make it 
of rubber. Cut out portions at the¿rear of the 
bo‘dy and indicated at 26 and 21 \._m_ay be made 
so as to accommodate screw heads and the like; 
but such cut away'portions when \the article is 
made pf rubber, will 'tend- tol give'lt greater 

resilience. _'  Y In the use of a fitting of this cliaracter the 
breaker strips _need not be mitered but may be 
cut square. .The ñtting is positioned in the cor 
ner of the d_o'or opening and the ends of the cut 
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sections of the breakerstrips engage the faces 22 ' 
and 23, the juncture being finished by the ,ridge s 
members 24. _This not only gives a corner joint 
which is__more attractive than the miter joint, 
but onewhich is also more sanitary. If the ñt' 
ting is resilient, as I prefer it to be, it will be clear 
that less care need be exercised in cutting the 

65 

breaker strip sections to exact and measured., 
length. When the breaker strip sections I1, as  
in Fig. 6, are in position as shown, the fitting 
member, indicated in thislñgure generally by the 
index numeral 2li,4 will be held in_position and 
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against dislodgment, but without` any direct fw, tial!! rectangular in cross section and l having 
tenim;r to the frame 8, the shell members I and I, adjacently disposed' faces shaped to conform to 
-or the insulative pads 2l. „ ,- the cross sectionv of said breaker strip material, 

Modifications may be made‘in my invention" said ‘faces being surrounded on_a plurality of 
s 'without departing from the spirit thereof.' , _ sides atleast with ridges adapted to _overlap said 5 

Having thus described nay-invention. what I breaker strip material, said fitting havingvan 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Palt- arcuately'concave configuration between said ad 

- - ent is: ' ’ ’ e ' jacent faces and said fitting being provided with 

>A ?tting for a breaker strip installation ccm- holiowcd »Ortinns in the other‘faces to accept 
1° 'prising a body of a length slizhtly‘areater than ythe heads of fastening, devices for said breaker lo 

the width >of the breaker'strip materiaiwith' strips. . , . ' 
whichitistobenseisaidbodybeinxsuh?t?- 'ROEANDHMONEK 


